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INTERNAL RESISTANCE IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Apartheid and oppression in South Africa currently are facing three broad but interrelated sources of challenge: internal (popular 
resistance); regional (particularly with the advent of majority rule in Angola, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe); and global (exemplified by 
the international anti-apartheid movement). Much more than the other two, internal resistance to apartheid has borne the brunt of the 
backlash from Pretoria-an eloquent testimony to its credibility as a perceived threat to white supremacy in South Africa. 

Misunderstanding-deliberately or otherwise-the changing developments within South Africa, some observers have conveyed the 
impression that internal resistance in South Africa either has never been a significant factor or that it has been crushed. However, even 
a cursory loo_k at the current South African situation shows that the reality is different. 

This ISSUE BRIEF focuses on internal resistance to apartheid in South Africa. It begins with an interview on the resistance 
movement with Zwelakhe Sisulu, the sori'of Walter who, like Nelson Mandela, is into the third decade of a life sentence for opposing 
apartheid. The younger Mr. Sisulu-journalist, union leader, and political activist-was himself "banned" from 1980to1983 as was 
the union he headed. ' 

The rest of the ISSUE BRIEF traces the historical course of internal resistance in South Africa as well as that of the Reagan 
administration's policy of "constructive engagement." D 

Zwelakhe Sisulu 

''Majority rule is what our 
resistance in South Africa 
is about; we wish to trans
l orm our society so that it is 
democratic and not 
exploitative. " 

What political forces have emerged in South Africa since 
the imposition of the Tricameral Constitutional changes? 
SISULU: The new Constitution created a rallying point for 
the already existing organizations inside South Africa; as 
well, m~ny new organizations were established as vehi
cles to express opposition to the so-called "constitutional 
reforms." They have now broadened their scope to deal 
with issues outside the Constitution. The United Demo
cratic Front (UDF) is an example of this development: it 
was established specifically to co-ordinate efforts of op
posing both the Constitution and the creation of Black 
Local Authorities. Black Local Authorities are used by 
the government as a mechanism for controlling urban 
Black people, and serve as an urban versipn of the Ban
tustan authorities. The UDF has now become a coalition 
of more than 600 organizations. These include labour, 
community, church, student and cultural organizations. 
In character it is very much like the Congress Alliance of 
the fifties, which was spearheaded by the African Nation
al Congress (ANC). 

The UDF has been banned in the Transkei. Do you think the 
South African government will ban the UDF and the Na
tional Forum ? 
SISULU: I wouldn't worry about the UDF being banned 
in the Transkei. The only thing that is not banned in 
Transkei is government repression-at one stage, Trans
kei authorities banned the Methodist Church from operat
ing in the territory. The UDF presents a threat to Pretoria 
by its effective mobilization of the masses, but even if the 
government did ban the UDF it could not make the ban 
stick. The banning would only exist on paper. People in 
South Africa have learned to create organizational struc
tures that will not be immobilized by a banning order. Our 
organizations are now structured to operate both overtly 
and covertly. Since this is an era of mass participation, to 
effectively ban the UDF, the South African regime would 
also have to ban its 600 affiliates as well as all the individ
uals who are members. 

What criteria are used to distinguish between the various 
racial groups? 
SISULU: The distinguishing feature about the differential 
treatrpent of South Africa's Black people (Africans, Co
loureds, and Asians) is the relative lack of privilege. Start
ing with the Asian group, to the Coloureds and then the 
Africans there is more. poverty and more repression as 
you progressively go down that sliding scale. In concret~ 
terms this means that there is less money spent on the 
education of an African child or an African pensioner than 
would be the case with a Coloured or Asian child or pen
sioner. More, much much more, is of course spent on 
whites in all categories. 



To what degree is ethnic animosity among Africans still a 
problem? We receive a lot of information here about Gatsha 
Buthelezi and the fact that Inkatha represents the largest 
ethnic group in South Africa. 
SISULU: There are those like the South African regime 
and its agents who try and foster a false divisiveness 
among the people. The so-called ethnic animosity has 
been exaggerated to serve the interests of the oppressors. 
If this ethnicity came so naturally the government and its 
agents would not be desperately pushing it down the 
throats of the people through the Bantustans. South Afri
ca is the most industrialized country on the continent and 
her people have been proletariatized. This process has 
hastened the breakdown of ethnic prejudices. Today the 
working class movement in South Africa allies itself with 
the labour movement, not with ethnic organizations. This 
is correct and natural. 

The unity of our people was demonstrated by the major 
success of the recent stay-away. On the other-hand there 
are those organizations sponsored by the South African 
regime in order to try and forment disunity. It is these 
organizations that shout from the rooftops on how divided 
the black people in South Africa are, but these organiza
tions shall eventually be exposed. 

How are class distinctions developing within the non-white 
community in South Africa? Could you respond to reports 
that there is a "new black middle class". 
SISULU: Class distinctions have always existed but they 
are now taking a sharper and more urgent tone. While it is 
true that all Black South Africans are victims of oppres
sion, it is equally true that the South African government 
is in the process of co-opting the elite among the African, 
Coloured, and Asian groups. It is this elite thaf the gov
ernment perceives as important cogs in the defense of the 
apartheid system. The tricameral constitution is also part 
of the process of creating a buffer between the govern
ment and the people. A Black middle class has emerged 
not by the government making any institutional changes 
or concessions, but by bribing this this class with upward 
economic mobility. So while this class has no political 
power, it has been allowed to partially satisfy its appetite 
for material acquisition. 

To what degree is communication possible between those 
people forced to live in the Bantustans, and those who live in 
the urban areas of South Africa ? 
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SISULU: The Bantustans-the so-called "homelands"
have no industries, so that many people are forced to 
leave their families and work in the cities and towns of 
what is described as white South Africa. Those working in 
the cities communicate with one another through trade 
unions, sports and cultural organizations. I believe such 
communication will be cemented by the increasing partic
ipation of both urban and rural workers in the labour 
movement. But communicating with those people wh.o 
remain in the "homelands" is difficult. Given the re
gime's policy of forced removals, people in rural areas 
cannot even have a fixed address. 

Could you explain the implications within South Africa of 
terms such as "multi-racial," "non-racial," and "anti
racial?" We understand that they are often used differently 
there than they are within this country. 
SISULU: Multi-racialism is a term that has fallen much out 
of use. To many people the term implied the superficial 
coming together of the races without the elimination of 
racism. Non-racialism is, to many South Africans, the 
type of society that has to be established after liberation, a 
society in which there is genuine racial equality and har
mony. The term anti-racial carries with it a political state
ment, an affirmative statement that specifies what we re
quire in a society that is not based on race. 

Some people have attempted to compare apartheid to the 
system of legal segregation that existed within the Qnited 
States until the Civil Rights Movement. These observers 
often suggest that the South African government will like
wise attempt to appease Black political aspirations in order 
to preserve the existing economic order. How do you react 
to this analysis? 
SISULU: I do expect the multinationals to make superfi
cial changes in order to bolster the Black middle class anc 
apartheid. To do so is both in the interests of the multina 
tionals and the government of South Africa. The interests 
of multinationals and the interests of the domestic busi
ness sector within South Africa in this way coincide. But 
Black people are a majority in South Africa, unlike their 
minority status within the U.S. When Bfack South Afri
cans acquire the vote and dismantle the apartheid system, 
that would not be a superficial change, but a fundiµnental 
one. Majority rule· is what our fight and our resistance are 
about. We wish to transform the society so that it is demo
cratic and not exploitative. Would this be in the interests 
of the multinationals? After all, did not the multinationclis 
go to South Africa because they could exploit the people 
and the resources? Would the people of a free South Afri
ca allow them to continue? Of course not. 

Some argue that the South African government is not sensi
tive to international pressure? Do you agree? 
SISULU: No, I don't. The South African government has 
listened and responded to international pressure before. 
When international sports organizations isolated South 
Africa, Pretoria brought about speedy changes in sports. 
Laws and by-laws were redrafted overnight. I have every 
reason to believe that faced with the same pressures in 
other spheres it would respond in a similar fashion. D 



REAGANWATCH: SUPPORTING. APARTHEID, UNDERMINING AMERICAN INTERESTS 

Constructive engagement, arguably the most distinct 
component in Reagan's entire first-term foreign policy, 
has meant in practice substantial concessions to and close 
collaboration with the Pretoria regime, without any dis
cernible Washington success in moderating apartheid. 
The inevitable but little-noticed result has been severe 
damage to America's image and interests in that region 
and in the rest of Africa. 

All previous American administrations had pursued 
rather dismal and counterproductive policies in southern 
Africa; it is only because Reagan's constructive engage
ment policy is so unmitigatedly wrong that those previous 
policies seem rather positive in retrospect. The policy that 
riled Reagan and precipitated constructive engagement 
was the Jimmy Carter/ Andy Young policy of strong public 
criticism of apartheid. However, even before Carter as
sumed the presidency and pursued that policy, Reagan 
had consistently asserted in his weekly radio broadcasts 
that South Africa;s professed anti-communism justified 
America's friendship and (by implication) justified apart
heid as well. 

Reduced to its essence, constructive engagement ar
gues that while apartheid is a monstrous evil, the best way 
to effect changes in it is not to be punitive or even publicly 
critical of Pretoria; rather, the best way is to win Pre
toria's friendship and confidence by giving it concessions 
and then following up by privately suggesting changes in 
apartheid. Even before its implementation, diverse anti
apartheid groups were quick to argue that one best 
changes apartheid (and all other behavior) not by reward
ing it but by attaching severe and significant costs to it. It 
could thus be concluded that both the proponents and 
critics of constructive engagement have a common goal
the eradication of apartheid-and disagree only on the 
means. 

However, some students of southern African politics 
. discern an even more sinister motive behind "construc

tive engageinent'': They believe that the primary concern 
of the Reagan policy is not alarm at the racially-motivat
ed, constitutionally-mandated and violently-enforced de
nial of basic human rights to 85 percent of the South 
African population; rather it is a cynical effort to make 
South Africa America's policeman in the region, charged 
with making that region safe for the U.S., the West, and 
capitalism. A prerequisite for this is to effect the minimal 
reform in "petty apartheid" judged sufficient to make 
Pretoria acceptable in influential sections of the Western 
body politic. As a result, the administration has echoed 
Pretoria's rhetoric that universal adult suffrage-one per
son, one vote-even in principle, will never be acceptable 
or "realistic" in South Africa. Simultaneously, this has 
also translated into Reagan clandestinely strengthening 
the already formidable military capabilities of Pretoria. 

What evidence has nearly four years of constructive 
engagement yielded? One side of the ledger concerns the 
inducements that Washington offered to Pretoria. These 
may be discussed from four aspects: policy changes; di
rect action taken by the administration; one selected re
sult; and what appears likely in a second Reagan term. 

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--..... 

Changes in policy that Reagan made as inducement to 
South Africa include three key ones dealing with the U.S. 
arms embargo against South Africa adopted in 1963 and 
the ban on sales of commercial goods to the South African 
security forces. First, the administration broadened the 
definition of "commercial" to include nuclear-related 
equipment as well as selected items from the munitions 
control list-the govefT\ment's index of sensitive military 
technology. Second, the adtpinistration lifted the ban on 
sales of commercial goods to Pretoria's security forces. 
Third, Reagan relaxed restrictions on the sales of aircraft 
and computers in 1982 and 1983. 

Besides policy changes, the administration undertook 
countless direct measures as friendly acts towards Pre
toria. A select few of these were the: 

• opening of a trade promotions office in 
Johannesburg in October 1983; 
• training of members of South African Defense 
Forces at the U.S. Coast Guard School on 
Governor's Island in New York. As of late 1984, 
10 military officers had graduated while one 
was still enrolled; 
• active and continuing participation by South 
Africa in AMVER, the international shipping 
network operated by the U.S. Coast Guard; 
• offering of U.S. Coast Guard assistance in the 
establishment of a rescue-coordinating center in 
South Africa in 1981; 
•sharing of sensitive NATO and U.S. military 
inf ormati9n with South Africa through the 
Simonstown Naval Station near Cape Town; 
•buying of time for Pretoria by linking Namibian 
independence with the withdrawal of Cuban troops 
from Angola, even over the objections of members 
of the Western Contact Group; 
•permission of the sale of 25,000 shock batons in 
April 1982 through "administrative error"; 
• approval of sale of Control Data's sophisticated 
Cyber 170/750 computer (used in nuclear weapons 
research) even over the objections from Reagan's 
own Pentagon; 
•active U.S. participation in, if not initiation 
of, Pretoria's agreements with Mozambique 
(Nkomati) and Angola (Lusaka)-agreements that 
Pretoria has not even bothered to keep. 

These administration decisions have sent a powerful mes
sage to American business regarding the acceptability of 
supporting apartheid economically. This is evidenced by 
the fact that under constructive engagement American 
investment in South Africa has increased dramatically: 
from $5.2 billion in 1979 (the third year of the Carter 
presidency) to $13.4 billion in 1983 (the third year of the 
Reagan presidency)! 

What concerns anti-apartheid activists even more is the 
strong signal that during a second term under the guise of 
closing America's trade deficit and of restructuring Amer
ica's global security strategy, Reagan intends to increase 
the inducements given South Africa. Commerce Secre
tary Malcolm Baldridge has said, "The narrowing of the 
scope of controls [over commercial sales to South African 



security forces] and the more predictable treatment of 
items remaining under control help improve the competi
tiveness of U.S. industry." The global strategy argument 
is advanced by James Roherty who prepared two 1984 
studies for the Naval War College. In these he argued that 
in shifting the definition of America's strategic security 
interest from European-oriented terms to global terms, 
South Africa's " ... extraordinary complex of modem 
ports, a state-of-the-art infrastructure,' and operational 
bases ... " have become highly important to the U.S. He 
therefore recommends that in a second Reagan term, the 
process of gaining access to these facilities could be initi
ated with the U.S. replacing the South African Air 
Force' s ocean surveillance Shackleton planes with the 
Lockheed P-3C Orion used by the U.S. Navy. It is signifi
cant to note that previous U.S. administrations-particu
larly Carter's-had all steadfastly refused to sell the Orion 
to South Africa even on very narrow. military security 
grounds. 

The other side of the ledger concerns Pretoria's re
sponse to constructive engagement. While the proponents 
and defenders of constructive engagement see fundamen
tal changes in apartheid, most observers agree not only 
that Pretoria has taken advantage of constructive engage
ment to commit aggression externally and be more repres
sive internally, but also that reforms cited are meaning
less, cosmetic alterations in petty apartheid. That Pretoria 
has escalated external aggression since 1981 is open knowl
edge. It has destabilized every single country in the 
Southern Africa region. It has invaded Angola several 
times. With the active help of the Reagan administration, 
it then imposed agreements on several of its weaker neigh
bors-agreements that it then refused to abide by. 

The internal response is even more incriminating. The 
favorite South African "reform" cited by the "apartheid
is-crumbling" school is the Tricameral constitutional 
changes. As pointed out by many analysts and anti-apart-

. heid actiyitists, these changes extended no power to 
South Africa's majority. Instead it concentrated more 
power in the hands of a minority executive president and 
simultaneously disguised this fact from superficial ana
lyses. The fact that the attendant parliamentary elections 
were boycotted by some 80 percent of those that the con
stitutional changes were designed to affect, is a clear in
dictment of these so-called reforms. 

Despite these claims of the defenders of constructive 
engagement, the evidence shows clearly that internally, 
Pretoria responded to the Reagan policy by undertaking 
more repression. Three examples of the increased South 
African repression should suffice. 

First, in 1982, after a year of constructive engagement, 
Pretoria re-wrote its centerpiece of apartheid legislation
the Internal Security Act. The law was expanded to in
clude new "offenses." The first is the charge "subver
sion,'' a charge that carries a maximum sentence of twen
ty years and could be brought for ''prejudicing ... the free 
movement of traffic . . . '' The second is the charge of 
"incitement," which prohibits " ... encouraging or aiding 
anyone to protest any law . . . ' ' and carries a sentence of 
five years in jail, a 5,000 rand fine, or both. 

Second, in 1984 the South African government deployed 
its formidable armed forces against unarmed, innocent 
civilians in the privacy of their homes-often in the dead 
of night. Black townships raided in this manner include 
Tembisa, Vosloorus, Sebokeng, Soweto, Sharpeville, 
Boipatong, Tsakane, Katlehong, and Daveyton. 

Third, hours after Mr. Reagan was reelected, Pretoria 
responded to the November 5 and 6 Stayaway (strike) by 
killing 18 persons, by detaining 35 others indefinitely with
out any charges, by firing 95 percent of the black workers 
in one organization-SASOL-and by charging 5 organiz
ers with "subversion." 

An important issue in the debate_ over c_onstructive en
gagement concerns how it affects American interests. The 
Reagan administration argues that the policy is intended 
and operates to protect America's regional interests from 
communists. Critics strongly disagree. They produce evi
dence to show that not only has the policy had the very 
Opposite effect-serious damage to America's security 
interests in the region-but also that such adverse effects 
were inevitable. The first set of evidence concerns per
ceptions within Africa of constructive enga~ement. It has 
produced the rarest of phenomena: agreement among the
minority apartheid regime, the vicitimized South African 
majority, and the strongly anti-apartheid OAU. Allthree 
see constructive engagement as unequivocal support of 
Pretoria. One product of this perception is that Pretoria 
.has justified its regional activities by using terms drawn 
from historical and contemporary Americana politics: 
South Africa has argued that it has a right to its own 
eq~ivalen~ of the Monroe Doctrine. Moreover, it has com
pared its sponsorship of the MNR in Mozambique, the 
LLA in Lesotho, and UNITA in Angola to American 
sponsorship of the contras in Nicaragua. In addition, Pre
toria has described the American invasion of Grenada as 
justifying its own invasions of Angola. 

Another product of this African perception of construc
tive engagement is growing anti-American sentiment. Di
verse authorities on southern African politics have all 
perceived that the majority victims of apartheid-the in
evitable heirs to power in South Africa-are becoming 
progressively anti-American as a result of constructive 
engagement. This is reminiscent of other nations where 
American support of repressive regimes has resulted in 
strong anti-Americanism when such regimes are inevita
bly overthrown: Nicaragua; Iran; Zimbabwe. 

Another set of evidence cited by critics to demonstrate 
the counterproductive effects of constructive engagement 
concerns clandestine Soviet access to sensitive American 
technology and intelligence. In November ofl983, highly 
sophisticated VAX II-782 computers which had been solq 
to South Africa were intercepted in West Germany-on 
their way to the Soviet Union. Again in 1983, the comman
dant of South Africa's Simonstown Naval Station-with 
which the U.S. cooperates and shares secrets-was ar
rested in New York and later convicted of passing U.S. 
military secrets to the Soviet Union. 

Critics of constructive engagement thus make a very 
strong case that the implementation of the policy has re
sulted in a perception of strong American support of apart
heid and consequent damage to American interests. 0 



INTERNAL RESISTANCE IN SOUTH AFRICA: AN IDSTORICAL PROFILE 

Resisting repression within South Africa has been 
broad-based and enduring. One key characteristic has 
been the necessity of adapting the forms of resistance to 
fit changing circumstances. Beginning with the arrival of 
settlers, the history of political power and repression in 
South Africa may be divided into fairly distinct phases: 
European colonization by largely Dutch settlers (mid-
1500 to 1805);joint British colonial/Afrikaner settler gov
ernments (1806 to 1899); unified British colonial adminis
tration resulting from British victory in Boer War (1899 to 
1910); and 'independent' white minority regimes (1910 to 
present). 

In sympathy, the history of resistance has shown a simi
lar pattern of its own identifiable phases: anticolonial 
wars; petitions against repression; civil disobedience; 
armed resistance; and organizational proliferation. 

In approximate chronological order, these resistance 
phases have been: 

eAnti-Colonial Wars-Protracted wars against expan
sionist settler expropriation of land were fought between 
the pre-existing indigenous African states around the 
Cape and the largely Dutch settlers. The Khoikhoi and the 
San peoples were the first, such armed Africans to resist 
colonialism around the Cape. One of the first recordings 
of their expressed grievances and armed resistance is dat
ed around 1652. These anti-colonial wars subsided around 
the Cape (due to superior colonial military power after 
Britain took over the Cape from the Dutch in 1806) and 
moved inland. 

ePetitions Against Repression-Throughout the 19th 
century South Africa was ruled by a variety of colonial 
and settler regimes. From 1806 to 1912, popular resistance 
took the form of largely free-form petitions, delegations, 
and representations to the authorities-usually British
protesting injustice and demanding equal rights. The ap
proximate end of this phase was marked by the unsuc
cessful delegation sent to London in 1910 to demand black 
rights during the independence negotiations. 

eCivil Disobedience-The start of this phase was 
marked by the formation of the African National Con
gress (ANC), on January 8, 1912 to "press for equal treat
ment of all South Africans under the law.'' From this date 
until 1961, the ANC conducted a campaign first, of peti
tions and strikes. Reacting to the violent government 
breaking of strikes and the formal institutionalization of 
the apartheid system in 1948, the ANC in 1949 adopted a 
strategy of militant, sometimes illegal, but strictly non
violent activity. Key components of this phase include: 
the 1952 "Campaign of Defiance Against Unjust Laws"; 
the 1955 formation of the non-racial SACTU; the 1955 
adoption of the Freedom Charter; the August 19, 1956 
Women's March; the 1959 formation of the Pan Africanist 
Congress (PAC); the 1960 Sharpeville Massacre, and the · 
subsequent banning of the PAC and the ANC. 

eArmed Resistance-This phase started with the first 
operation-in December 1961-by Umkhonto We Sizwe 
("Spear of the Nation"), the newly-formed military arm 
organized by the ANC and allied groups. This phase is still 
continuing and has shown two distinct stages: The first 
was dubbed "armed propaganda" and involved attacks 

on property symbolic of oppression, as well as scrupulous 
care to avoid bloodshed. The second may be called "the 
guerilla warfare stage." It started as the ANC's reaction 
to, among other things, Pretoria's hanging of ANC guer
illa Solomon Mahlangu. This latter stage has involved 
confrontational attacks by the ANC on Pretoria's security 
forces. One recent feature of this stage is the violent retri~ 
bution protesters of apartheid have meted out to black 
South Africans perceived as cooperating with the system. 

•Proliferation of 'Legal' Organizations-This latest 
phase of the resistance movement started in the mid 
1970's and could be regarded as a variation on the mass 
civil disobedience tactics of the 1950's: it too has involved 
strikes, boycotts (of services and of 'elections'), protest 
marches and demonstrations. However, there is an im
portant difference: the people now utilize near instanta
neous formation of legal organizations to overcome the 
banning measure. As soon as one organization is banned, . 
several more with identical mandates and objectives are 
formed in its place. Moreover, many of the organizations 
are formed as coalitions, federations, and umbrella 
groups. To cope with the banning ofleading personalities, 
a strategy consisting of collective leadership, decentral
ization, diffusion of power down to the grassroots, and 
joint activities and projects has been adopted. 

Too nummerous to list, these unbanned anti-apartheid 
organizations in South Africa are of several different 
types: women's groups e.g. the;: Women's Federation of 
South Afri~a, the United Women's Organization, the Fed
eration of South African Women, and the Black Sash; 
political, civic, and community organizations e.g. the Unit
ed Democratic Front (UDF), the Azanian Peoples Organi
zation (AZAPO), lnkatha, the National Front, the Soweto 
Civic Association, and the Port Elizabeth Black Civic 
Organization (PEBCO); unions e.g. the Federation of 
South African Trade Unions (FOSATU), the South Afri
can Allied Workers Union (SAA WU), the General Work
ers Union, and the Council of Unions of South Africa 
(CUSA); and student organizations e.g. South African 
Student Organization (SASO), the Congress of South Af
rican Students (COSAS), the Azanian Students Organiza
tion (AZASO), and the Soweto Student Representative 
Council (SSRC). 

The response of the authorities can be stated simply: 
They have met each one of the different types of protest 
with more violent repression. Specific actions taken by 
Pretoria have included: 

•extrajudicial killing (of detainees, protesters, 
prisoners, and guerillas); 
ejudicial executions; 
•torture of detainees and prisoners; 
•violent attacks on protesters; 
•detentions and imprisonments; 
•political arrests and trials; 
•"bannings" of persons, organizations and 
activities, and 
•surrogate repression through leaders in the home-

lands. 0 
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